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SOME NOTES ON T H E BREEDING-HABITS
OF NIGHTINGALES.
BY
N. F . T I C E H U R S T , M.A., M.B.O.U.

must be but few of our ordinary British nesting
birds t h a t have hitherto evaded the efforts of the
photographer.
THERE

NIGHTINGALE'S

NEST

(Photographs

IN

GARLIC

AND

NETTLES.

by N. F . Ticehurst.)

Beautiful pictures of some species, as for instance
the Terns and several of the Warblers, have been
published many times over, but the Nightingale, favourite
though it is, would appear to be one of the less-frequent
subjects of the naturalist-photographer. Indeed, I can
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call to mind but very few Nightingale pictures out of
the very large number of all species that I have seen. It
cannot be that this species offers any special difficulty
of itself, for during the past two breeding-seasons I got
on intimate terms, so to speak, with two pairs of birds
and found that with ordinary precautions they were
no more difficult to make exposures on than say any
of the members of the genus Sylvia. I say make
exposures advisedly, because there is all the difference
between making exposures and getting successful pictures, and herein lies the real difficulty. The nest-site is
frequently so overgrown that a longish exposure is nearly
always necessary even with the fastest plates and the
widest admissible lens-aperture, and there are many
nests where a successful picture of the bird in any
other position than the brooding one is well nigh
impossible. From this cause the whole of the plates
which I exposed in 1912 were failures; and I must crave
the indulgence of readers for the imperfections of the
accompanying pictures, though I trust they may be
not without interest.
The nests of both pairs were in the same wood,
consisting of oak-trees standing in mixed coppice of birch,
ash, hornbeam, etc., four and five years old, the birches
which predominated being from eight to ten feet in
height. The situation of the nests was normal in every
way. In 1911 a shelter was erected three days before
the eggs were due to hatch and I spent two days at the
nest when the young were three and four days old.
In 1912 the shelter was not put up until the young were
six days old and photography was attempted on the
following day.
In neither case was the female in the least shy, she
came to the nest for the first time after a comparatively
short wait and thenceforward fed the young at short
intervals throughout the day. The male, as with many
species, appeared to be much less trustful of the shelter
and projecting lens than his mate, and I derived the
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erroneous impression in 1.911 t h a t the feeding was done
exclusively by the female. During two days he did not
feed the young once, but would bring food to within a
few yards of the nest and deliver it to the female. On
these occasions there were several times scufflings and
loud harsh chatterings as though the hen were trying
to make him perform his duty properly, but while I
was watching he did not come right up to the nest once.
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(Photographed by N . F . Ticehurst.)

The 1912 male was also more nervous than his mate
but, although her visits to the young were four or five
times more frequent than his, he carried out all the
duties incidental to the care of the young, and it is
therefore probable t h a t under quite normal conditions
these duties are shared equally by the sexes.
The food brought to the young consisted entirely of
caterpillars, those of the Green Oak-moth, t h a t were
devastating the oak-trees in both years, predominating.
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The supply was of course inexhaustible at close range
so that foraging at any distance was unnecessary. The
birds approached the nest by flying in short stages
from twig to twig of the birches at a height of two or
three feet from the ground and always arrived eventually
at the same perch four or five feet on the far side of the
nest, thence dropping to the ground he or she would
creep through the tangled twigs, grass, brambles, etc.,
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(Photographed by N. F . Ticehurst.)

to the side of the nest. During the pauses in the flight,
when perched on the birch twigs, the bird's tail is in
constant motion with a characteristic upward flick and
a slower subsidence to the horizontal; at the height of
the flick the tail stands at less than a right angle with
the body-line, and this constant motion adds not a little
to the sprightly charm and grace of this delightful bird.
The upper figure in Plate 5 is an attempt at the
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portrayal of the attitude a t the height of the flick, but
lacks success owing to the aforementioned light and
exposure difficulty.
The 1911 male was singing most of the day except
when actively searching for food, and it often seemed
t h a t he signalized his arrival with food to the hen by
a burst of song, and it was curious to see him pouring
out his flood of melody with his bill crammed with
green caterpillars. The generally-quoted statement t h a t
the song ceases directly the young are hatched, is certainly
not strictly accurate. The prolonged nocturnal serenade
certainly does so, but the bird sings intermittently a t
night until the young are beginning to fledge, the amount
of song decreasing nightly. Until the young are five
or six days old the male sings pretty constantly also by
day, and perhaps therefore normally does take less part
in the rearing of the young up to t h a t time than he
does later ; the song is perhaps less loud than before
the young are hatched, but it is difficult to judge of
this at very close range and I could not be sure that it
was so. Occasional snatches of song may be heard during
the day-time up to the time when the young are fledging
(about the eighth or ninth day). The harsh " swearing "
note seems to be little, if a t all, used until the young
are actually out of the nest. There is another note,
however, which seems to be indicative of alarm or
anxiety and with which I was previously unacquainted.
I t is a single, plaintive whistling-note, similar to that
of the Willow-Wren and is indeed common to several
other warblers. The Nightingale's is singularly loud and
penetrating, but I could detect no difference between it
and t h a t of the Garden-Warbler. I t is made use of by
both sexes, though it seems to be more the peculiar
property of the female. I first heard it at night, while
listening to a male singing ; each separate verse, so to
speak, of his song was heralded by this loud note, and
it occurred to me the next day Avhen I found a hen
Nightingale making constant use of it t h a t perhaps the
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mate of the former bird had been encouraging him to
resume his song whenever he stopped. I t may have been,
however, an individual peculiarity of the song of that
particular male.
The sanitation of the nest is carried out by both
sexes after feeding the young, if it is required. When
the young are small the faeces at the bottom of the
nest are eaten by the parent, the bird's head and neck
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[Photographed by N. F . Ticehurst.)

being hidden by the wall of the nest during the process.
When the young are larger (6th day onwards) the faeces
are received by the parent, as in many other species, on
the rim of the nest or straight from the body of the
young, being then either swallowed or carried away
to a distance and dropped.
The young birds feather with great rapidity : the
quills appear on the fourth day and already show
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sprouting barbs by the sixth. Thenceforward growth
is rapid and the young bird is sufficiently fledged to
leave the nest on the twelfth day ; the primaries are
hardly more than half-grown and the tail not more
than an inch long when this takes place, so that life
for the next few days is mainly a creeping one amongst
the undergrowth in the immediate vicinity of the nest.
All young Warblers are very skulking in habits, and
juvenile Nightingales are if possible more than usually
so; it is exceedingly difficult, therefore, to get a
glimpse of them in their tangled retreats. This spring
I spent an hour or more every day watching in the
vicinity of the nest for ten days after the young had
left it. The old birds were constantly visible and very
anxious, frequently giving vent to their whistling and
harsh notes, often within a few yards, but I only once
caught a brief glimpse of one of the young.

